The Awards Committee is seeking your input and nominations from our membership for TSPE & NSPE awards.

We have many qualified and deserving candidates for these awards and welcome your ideas.

If you have any questions regarding a submission for an award, please contact the Texas Society of Professional Engineers at 800-580-8973.

Award Information

National Society of Professional Engineers
www.nspe.org

Texas Society of Professional Engineers
www.tspe.org

PO Box 2145
Austin, TX 78768-2145
(512) 472-9286
(800) 580-8973 (in Texas)
www.tspe.org
NSPE Award (N)
Engineer who has made outstanding contributions to the engineering profession, the public welfare, and humankind. Highest award given to an individual by the Society.

NSPE Distinguished Service Award (N)
NSPE Licensed Member for exceptional contributions to the Engineering Profession, to one’s community, and specifically to NSPE.

Engineering Education Excellence Award (N)
Engineering faculty who have demonstrated the ability to link engineering education with professional practice.

PEGASUS Award (N)
Engineer who has made the most outstanding contribution to the advancement and practice of engineering.

Mentor of the Year Award (N)
Individual who has established a record of consistent outreach toward individuals in the engineering field over a number of years.

QBS Award (N) (S)
Government & Non-Government Sector
Public agencies that make exemplary use of the QBS selection process at the state and local level.

New Faces of Engineering (N)
Highlights the interesting and unique work of young engineers and their resulting impact on society.

Federal Engineer of the Year (N)
Engineer employed by a federal agency that employs at least 50 engineers worldwide.

Outstanding Engineer of the Year (S) (L)
Engineer whose sustained and unusual contributions have improved the public welfare and the advancement of his/her profession. The candidate should be an engineer of recognized standing, preferably registered, and a citizen of Texas. All nominations remain active for two years.

Young Engineer of the Year (N) (S) (L)
NSPE member who has made outstanding contributions to the Engineering Profession and the community during the early years of one’s career.

PEPP Chair Award (N)
Person or organization that has contributed to the engineering profession, the practice of consulting professional engineers, and the public’s understanding of the role that the professional engineer in private practice plays in advancing the quality of life.

PEPP Award (N)
Individual who has made an outstanding contribution to the advancement and recognition of the role of private practice in serving the public interest.

PEPP Merit Award (N)
Committee chairs/members, PEPP members serving in liaison functions or on joint activities, or any other member who has made significant contributions.

PEPP Professional Development Award (N)
Employers who exhibit exceptional career development initiatives and employment practices that advance the engineering profession.

Private Practice Professional Development Award (S)
Consulting engineers with outstanding contributions in professional employment practices.

Industrial Professional Development Award (S)
Industrial performer judged to have the most outstanding engineering employment program from among those nominated by all of the chapters of TSPE Presented by TSPE’s Professional Engineers in Industry Practice Division.

PEI Service Award (N)
PEI Engineer of the Year &
PEI Distinguished Service Award
Licensed professional engineers who have made an outstanding contribution to advance the causes of the individual "engineer in industry" and/or specifically to the Professional Engineers in Industry interest group of NSPE.

NSPE/PEI New Product Award (N)
Companies whose efforts, foresight, and aggressive policies bring new products to the marketplace.

PEI Scholarship Award (N)
Professional Engineers in Industry $2,500 Scholarship

Construction Professional Development Award (S)
Construction employer in Texas with the most outstanding employment practices.

QUESTIONS: Contact TSPE at 800-580-8973 or visit www.tspe.org

Legend:
(N) National Award  (S) State Award  (L) Local Award